
Innovative New Firefighting Vehicle Gamechanger for Industry

A new all terrain tracked vehicle, able to suppress up to 24 acres of Wildfire per hour, and be
refilled by any helicopter water bucket

Arcus Fire unveiled an innovative wildland firefighting vehicle today. The Arcus Wildtrack will be able to take
the fight to wildfires like no other vehicle currently on the market.

Using equipment provided by world-class manufacturers, a directional variable flow water turbine is combined
with a fully-tracked body. The resulting vehicle can throw water, gel or retardant 75 meters at flow rates of 100
to 2,000 liters per minute.

Traveling at 10 kph on a variety of terrain types, the Wildtrack can suppress up to 24 acres per hour, depending
on fuel and terrain. Capable of being reloaded by helicopter through its 5,000 liter (1,321 gallon) baffled hopper
water tank, the Wildtrack is able to keep moving, continuously laying down suppressant and supporting
firefighters with three external Camlock connections for standard fire hoses fed from the water tank.

“The Wildtrack is easy to deploy,” said Arcus Fire CEO Nick Davis. “Two vehicles can fit on a standard
flatbed truck and be delivered to the fireline the same as a bulldozer. The Wildtrack also has hardpoints built
into the chassis that allow it to be helicoptered to more remote locations. Using a helicopter which can carry
water, such as an S-64 Aircrane or a CH-47 Chinook, the helicopter which delivers the vehicles can also
resupply the vehicles from nearby water sources.”

Wildtrack drivers are able to use high-intensity strobes to provide visual cuing to helicopters supporting them,
while the driver is provided with Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) vision for safety during night operations.

Real time satellite tracking of the Wildtrack is available, as is a link to a 90-minute endurance Arcus Drone
with survey repeater beamed into the cab for a bird’s-eye view of the situation on the ground.

“We will offer different leasing programs to organizations and agencies which wish to contract the Wildtrack,”
Davis added. “Following the 2018 fire season in the U.S., in which millions of acres burned, billions of dollars
of real estate was destroyed, and over 100 lives were lost, my vision is that I would like to be able to reduce
losses to less than $1 billion, with only a few structures lost and no loss of life within 5 years’ time.”

“The Arcus Wildtrack apparatus brings some new and old concept ability to assist wildland firefighters in
suppressing wildfires. I look forward to seeing the Arcus Wildtrack go from concept to prototype and seeing it
in action in 2020” said Chief Kim Zagaris, Western Fire Chiefs Association Wildfire & Policy Advisor
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